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(See correlation summaries dated 3/31/60 and 2/lf/l'5 filed
as 100-392A52-127, and 100 - 39 2A52-239 respectively.)

Kaln File No: 100-392452

Subject: Stanley Davld^evison
A/

All logical variations of subject's
and identical references were foxind

Stanlev^avid l*evlson^
\ /star^e)rn-evenson'

\ /stan^exlnson^
\ . Stanle>N^eYinson ^

i^Stanley C/jf^evinson '

^A'-'stanley D.^e;j;Lnson^
\StanleyLp'^^cM-evlnson "

Stanley^ ®Levinson '

' V Stanley^evi sion -

One^evlson '

Date: 9/1/67

Date Searched: 2/13/67

name and aliases were searched
as:

t
S^Levison^
yS.Di^evlson ^

/ StanQ-eylson "

Jtanel>^evl son *

,/^tanley^evison
^/ v» Stanley B.^vlson ^

/ \' Stanley Di^Levlson *^

/ \ Stanley E.^^vison ^

/ \Stoney^evlson ^

Stanley^i-ewlson ^

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names,
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this sxjmmary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUhiMARY. J/^,J

THIS SI3^3^Y HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNT^NT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFOR>J^TION SET OUT IN EACH REFEIIENCE. AND
IN IJUsT CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL COOTAIN THE INFOR^JVTION IN

Analyst ^ Coordinator ,

a^*.,.,^,^-^
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ABBREVIATIONS

Add. info.. « .Additional information appearing
in this reference vhich pertains
to Stanley David Levison can be
found in the main file or else-
where in this summary.

SCLC Southern Christian Leadership
Conference

furnished information at various times from
August 1962 through January 1963, which indicated that William
Runstier and his wife, Lotte Kunstler, were in contact during this
period with Stanley Levi son (place not shown) relative to matters
pertaining to civil rights. One of these activities was a fund
raising campaign for Martin Luther King, President of the SCLC,
held at White Plains, NY on 12/11/62.

This serial indicated that William Kunstler was a civil
rights attorney who resided in Port Chester, NY.

157-1676-1621 end. p.

4

(26y

U
On 8/13/65B^||mPreported that one Bora* (LKU) i^^b

Atlanta, Ga,, contacted Stanley Levi son (place not shown) concerning
the "Racial Riot, Los Angeles - 8/11/65" (157-3804), noting the •

following:

(continued)

^According to Levison's main file, Dora hcDonald was secretary to
King.
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(continued)
ljCorj|i^tNiiw

An unidentified radio station in Los Angeles was insisting
that t^rtln Luther King make an appeal to stop rioting in Los Angeles

•

Dora indicated that King desired that Levi son prepare a statement
in this regard, Levi son indicated approval and stated that he thought
King should make such an appeal.

157-3804-117 D.1.2
(26r

Concerning the above incident, on 8/14/65. Stanley Levison
recontacted Dora (LITU) (place not shovn) and read a press release
on behalf of biartin Luther King regarding the "Racial Riot in
Los Angeles on 8/11/65" (157-3804). In this release King appealed
to the rioters to cease using violence and to get a committee to-
gether to draw up demands. (Press release set out)fl^^HH^^I

157-3804-118 p. 1-4

On 3/16/64 Stanley Levison and Clarence Jones, both of
NYC, met and discussed SCLC fund raising and the distribution of
funds. Levison stated that the SCLC needed a sood executive dlr«»etot-_

J.

(continued)
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(continued)

and that he felt that Cordy Tlndell Vivian (100-357490) would be bp.
excellent in that position. m^HII^B ^'^^

100-357490-11 p. 1,16, 17

On 11/27/64 Roy Wilklns, (62-78270), Executive Secretary
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
advised that he was aware of hartin Luther King's sympathy toward
the comniunlst movement. He stated that he felt this obviously
stemmed from Stanley Levlson's Influence on King.

62-78270-15 p.

2

(39)-

On 3/23/65 Stanley Levison and Clarence Jones discussed a
civil rights march from Selma to Montgomery, Ala, In this regard,
Levison asked Jones If It would be permissible for him, Levison, to
go to that area on 3/25/65 with the Americans for Democratic Action .

group. Jones stated that it would be all right. |^H|H^H t

44-14106-269 p.l,2;encl.p.l,3
(1>-

SI 44-26544-216 p.

2

i\Y
SI 44-26544-258; end. p.

3

(1^

On 5/12/65Bmm^Badvised that Stanley Levison told
Clarence Jones that Harold Weaver (100-436908) was interested in a
possible job with Kartin (Luther King). Levison said he had a
tentative appointment with him, on 5/14/65, at Jones* office.

|

(continued)
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Add. Info,

On 11/26/65 Andrew Levison, son of Stanley David Levison^
advised an unidentified male that his father, his mother, and he vould
go to Washington, D.C. to participate in the "^iarch On Washington For
Peace in Vietnam, Washington, D.C . November 27, 1965" (100-444664)^

100-444664-166 p.l
(3iy

CON^NTj&



(25J-

The following references in the file captioned "Racial
blatters" contain information pertaining to the activities of Stanley
D. Levison, of NYC, during the period June-July 1966. Levison was
an advisor to Martin Luther King, Jr. in connection with civil rights
activities in Chicago, NYC and Jackson, Miss, He participated in
a demonstration in Jackson.

REFERENCE

157-6-2-2062 p.l;encl.p.l,2
-2066 pa;encl.p.l-4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUI3ER

(25>-

(25)-

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

157-6-9-2892 p. 1,2

157-6-34-1659 p.l;encl.p.l-3
-1673 p.l

157-6-54-1457 p. 2,

3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUt3£R

(25^

i26ir

izsr

(26)-

h*artin Luther King, Jr., President of the SCLC, conferred
(date and place not stated) with his principal advisor, Stanley
Levi son, as to how he would handle press releases concerning Stokely
Carmichael and other members of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (100-439190), who were arrested by the Atlanta, Police
Department on 9/8/66, in connection with racial strife. Levison and
King agreed that if Carmichael was convicted of the "inciting to
riot" charge, "they" would have to blame those forces which compelled
him to riot. (Confidential Source, not identified)

In a subsequent press release, it was reported that King,

at a news conference on 9/11/66 at Kontclair, N.J., issued a states
ment concerning Carmichael 's arrest which was substantially the same
as previously agreed to by King and Levinson.

100-439190-725 p.l;encl.p.l,2

The following references in the file captioned •'Martin

Luther King" (100-106670) contain information concerning the
activities of Stanley D. Levison, with King and his associates,
during the period 1965 to approximately January 1967. Levison was
an advisor to King in connection with SCLC problems and activities
in various areas including Illinois, Georgia and Kew York. He also

(continued)
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(continued) r

advised King concerning hla, King's^ position on Vietnam.

COI^ENTIAL
,

REFERENCE

100-106670-925 p.l
-1032 P
-1212 p
-1238 p
-1245 p
-1386 p
-1727 p
-1804 p
-1858 p
-1866 p
.1921 p
-1925 P
-1937 P
-1967 P
-2137 p
-2152 p
-2210 p
-2232 p
-2241 p
-2259 P
-2285 p
-2299 P
-2306 p
-2403 P
-2411 p
-2448 p
-2559 P
-2686 p
-2739 P
.2742 p

-2758 p.l
-2016
-2805
-2783

; end. p.l #2
,2
,2
,2; end. p.1-3
; end. p. 1,2

,2; end. p. 1,2
,2
,2 (Director's notation)
; end. p. 1-3
;encl. p. 1,2^6

; end, p. 1-3
,2

; end. p.l,

2

; end. p. 1,2
,2
; end. p. 1,2
; end. p. 1,2

; end. p. 1,2
; end. p. 1,2
; end. p. 1,2

(Directors *s notation)
; end. p. 1,2
.2
; end. p. 1,2 (Director's

notation)

SEARCH SLIP PAOE .NUMBER

(continued)

-8-
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(continued) CONMLNTlAt

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NIA'3£R

100-106670-2802 p, l;encl.p.l,2 iSY
-2816 p.l (Director's notation) (5)^

-2817 p.l;encl.p,l,2 (5^

The following references in the file captioned "Southern
Christian Leadership Conference*' contain information concerning the
activities of Stanley Levlson during the period 1964 to early 1967

^

in connection with this organization. Levi son, a CP member who
resided in NYC, was an advisor to Kartln Luther King, President of
the SCLC, on matters pertaining to civil rights. He also partici-
pated in raising funds for the SCLC, He had numerous conferences
with King and with other advisors to King and attended SCLC meetings
in Virginia, Illinois, Florida, New York, Georgia and Alabam-

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-438794-306 p. 1,15, 16, 23-25, 28 iSY
-307 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (6^28)'
-347 p.i ur
-354 p.2;encl.pa,5 (6^
-393 p.G,lA,8,9,22,29,30, (6j^

38,53,57,65
-434 p,l;encl«p»l-3 iSY
-458 p.l;encl.p.2,3
-460 p.l;encl.p.2 Oy
-505 p. 1-4 ijy
-530 p.l;encl.p.l,4 (7>
-546 p.2;encl.p.2 iiy
-572 p.l,2;encl,p.l,2
-607 p.l;encl.pa (40)^
.ftIA T% 1 9*An^1 n A ft (1^

(continued)

-9-
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-438794-847 p.
-880 p.

1-3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUr3ER

-880 p.l (7^
-923 p.l;encl.p.2,3
-1035 p»l»2;encl.p.l,4
-1041 p.l;encl.p,l,2
-1058 p.l,2;encl.p,2,3 isr
-1073 p.l,2;encl.p.l-4 {sy
-1076 p.l;encl.p.l,2
-1130 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3
-1147 p«l;encl«p.l,2 <8>
-1150 p.l
-1151 p.l,2;Gncl.p.l,2 isr
-1161 p.l;encl.p.l,2 isy
-1171 p,l;encl.p.l-3 isr
-1180 p.l;encl,p.l,2 isr
-1187 p.l;encl.pa,2,7 isy
-1188 p.l,2;encl.p.l,3-6,9,ll (9r
-1214 p,l;encl.p.l,2 isr
-1225 p,l;encl,p.2,3 isr
-1227 p,l;encl»p,l,2 isr
-1232 p.l»2;encl.p.ly3 isr
-1246 p.l;encl.p,l,2 isy
-1247 p.l;encl.p.l,3
-1256 p. C,K, 1,24, 27-31, 38, 47, (9f28)"

' 48,50,77,78,80,97,101
-1271 pa,2;encl.p.l.4 nor
-1281 p.l,2;encl,p.l,2 (10)-
-1289 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2 nor
-1290 p.l im
-1295 p.l;encl.p.2,4 nor
-1304 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3 (loy
-1323 p. 1,2 (31)-

-1329 p. 1,2 iioy
-1331 p.l (40>

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NtJ^3ER

100-438794-1342 p.l ;encl,p,l,2 aoy
-1353 p. 1,4, 5, 10-13, 15, 21-25,

27-37
(10)-

-1394 p.l;encl.p.l,2 aor
-1431 p.l;encl.p.l,2 air
-1460 p. D, 33-35, 37 (iir
-1470 P.l»2 (iir
-1478 p.l,2;encl.p.l-5

p.l;encl,p.l-3
(11^

-1493 (11^
-1510 p.l,2;encl.p,l-3 (iir
-1515 p.l,2;encl.p,l,2 (iir
-1517 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3 (iij-
-1520 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2 (iiy
-1536 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2 iiir
-1555 p.l,2;encl.p,l,2 air
-1571 p.l,2;encl,p.l-4 a2r
-1576 p.l;encl.p.l-3 aiy
-1583 p.l,2;encl.p.l-6 air
-1584 p.l,5,6;encl.p.l,2 azr
-1597X p.l air
-1598 P.l»2 air
-1604 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2 air
-1611 p,F, 1,10, 11, 14-19, 21, 22

26,30,32,33,35-38,
46-48

air

-1613 P.l air
-1614 p. 1-3, 6-10, 12-32,34-42 air
-1616 p.l;encl.p.l,2 asr
-1617 p.l;encl,2,3 (13^
-1618 p.l,

2

asr
-1619 p. 1-3 asr
-1623 p.l;encl.p.2,3 asr
-1625 p.l, 2; end.p. 1-3 asr

(continued)
|
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-43879^-738
-794 p.1,4,5,10,13-22, 25,26,29,34-39
-1127
-1204
.1238
-1240
.1328
-1346 end. p. 1,5, 8,

9

-1654
-1662
-1664
-1703 p. B, 30-40

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

9^^

It

(continued)

-llA-
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUbSSR

iUU Jo/ y4 - lbJJ .;encl«p«l-2 Vl37
p.: .-3 Ci3r
P--

iy oV(i3r
p-' .-J (35f
p«- L 9 z , encjL.p , 1 , z ^137

-1651 p.]L,2;encl,p,l»2 (13)'
-1672 p.].,2;encl.p,l,2 (13K
-1680 p.].,2;encl.p.l-4 (13)'
-1684 p.].,2;encl,p.l-3 (14)-
-1666 p.] (U)'
-1692 p.]L,2;encl*p,l-4 (14)^

p-j. ;encl.p,2-4 (14)^
-1695 pjL,2;encl.p.l,2,4 (ur
-1704 p.].,2;encl»p,l»2
-1710 p.].;encl.p.ly2 (i4r
-1723 p.].;encl«p.l92 (i4r

' -1753 .;encl.p«l-3 (uy

The following references in the file captioned "Communist
Influence in Racial Matters", contain information pertaining to the
activities of Stanley David Levi son, during the period 1956 to early
1967, Levinson, an attorney, was an advisor to Martin Luther King on
policy matters pertaining to the SCLC, and was in charge of the NYC
office of the SCLC. He had numerous conferences with King, and with
other advisors to King, in NYC and Atlanta, Ga. He also attended
SCLC affairs in Alabama, Florida, Virginia and PennsxlvAnia. He
wrote speeches for King, prepared correspondence for him» and was
active in raising funds for SCLC.

REFERENCE • SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUtiBER

100-442529-265 p. 311, 599 ,600,601, (15)'
604,605,606

j

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-442529-268 p. B, 1,2, 4, 5,

9

a5y
-531 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3 (15^
-570 p. 1-3 (isr
.-578 p.D,lA,19,43-46,54, (15^28,-^

31';34y58A
-605 p. 1,2 (isr
-619 end.p.

7

(isr
-726 p. B, 115, 117 {i5^3ir
-782 p.l,2;encl.p,l,2 (i5r
-859 p. £,12-15,27,30 (15^31^
-895 p.l
-905 p.l,3;encl.p.l,2 (16)^
-921 p.l iier
-954 p.l (3ir
-999 p. B, 8,9,18 (16^28^
-1002 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3
-1028 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2
-1036 p.l; end.p.l iier
-1057 p. 1,2; end. p. 1-4 iier

(16731)--1072 p.l,

2

-liu/ p , 1 , z;end.p.l,5 (i6r
-1112 p.l;end.p.l,2 (17^
-1130 p.l,2;end.p.l,2,4 (17^
-1132 p.l,2;encl.p.l-3 (17>
-1144 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2 (17^
-1166 p.l,2;encl.p.l,3 (i7r
-1207 p.l (17^
-1216 p.l
-1228 p.l,2;end.p.l-4 (17f28f34;^6)'
-1229 p. 1,2 (17)- ^
-1230 p. 1,2 (17r34;36)'
-1243 p. 1,2
-1244 p.

3

(31)'
-1257 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (18)-

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

CON
SEARCH SLIP

m
NUhBER

100-442529-1272 p.B,C,G,H,57,61-65p75 (18^
-1319 p.A,l,3 (18^
-1322 p.l;encl«p.l,2
-1325 p.l;encl.p.l

(i8;28y-1354 p.l;encl.p,l,2
-1375 p.l,2;encl«p«l,5 (isr
-1381 p. B, 1,7-10, 17-19 (28^^

-1385 p,l;encl,p.l (18^^28^'

-1395 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (isr
(18;'29r-1405 end .p. 1,2

-1407 P.l (19)-

-1410 P.l (29K
(19^29 J'-1411 p.l;encl»p,l-3

-1413 p.l ; end. p. 1,2 (29r
-1415 p.l,2;encl,p.l-3 (i9r
-1421 p.l (i9r
-1423 p.l,2;encl.p,l,2 (i9r
-1424 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (19^297^5)^

(i9'r34r-1430 p.l,2;encl,p.l,4
-1431 p.l;encl.p.2 (19)^

-1432 p.l; end. p. 1,2 (19^
-1446 p.l,2;end.p*l,5 (19y
-1449 P-1 (20)-

-1451 p.l (29)^

-1456 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (20)-

-1457 p.l,2;end.p.l,4 (20>"

-1458 p.l,2;end.p.l,2 (20)-

-1460 p.l;encl.p.l,2 (20>-

-1482 p«l,2;encl.p.l-3 (20)-

-1489 p.l. 2.3 (20)-

-1530 p.l;end .p. 1,3 (20)^

-1551 p.l,2;encl.p.l,2,4 (20>-

-1582 p.l,2;end«p.l (20)^
-1595 p.5,1,5-9,11-15, 17, 18, 22 (2or29r

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE
CON^NTIW

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NU]t3£R

100-442529-1610 P .C,5,6 i2iy
-1675 P .2

-1677 P .l;encl.p.l,3
-1684 P .B, 1,6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 23 izir
-1694 P ,l;encl.p.l-3
-1696 P ,l;encl.p.l,2
-1702 P .l;encl.p.l,2 (21>'
-1704 P .l;encl.p.l,2 (21^
-1705 P .l;encl.p,l,2 (2iy
-1709 P ,l;encl,p.l,3,4 i2ir
-1723 P »l;encl.p.l-3 i22y
-1726 P ,l;encl.p«l,2 i22Y
-1727 P .l;encl.p.l,2 {22Y
-1730 P .l;encl.p.l,2 (22)-

, -1755 P^a,2;encl.p.l,16,17 (22)^
-1786 P',l|2;encl.p.l-3 (22^-
-1787 P-,l;encl.p.l,2 i22r
-1803 P-,l;encl.p.l,2,9 (22K
-1807 P-,l,2;encl.p.l,2 (4or
-1815 P-»1;end .p. 1,2 (22r
-1816 P«.l;encl.p.l,3 (22)^
-1824 P'3,1,5-13,15,19-26,

36-39
i23Y

-1845 P-,l;encl.p.l,2 (23)-
-1847 P<,l,2;encl.p.l,2 (23)-
-1848 p. 1 (23)^

-1849 P- (23>
-1853 P«.1,2,5 (23)"
-1856 P« i2ir
-1858 P*,l;encl.p.l,2 i23Y
-1859 P« 1;end. p. 1,6 i23y
-1860 P« l;encl.p.l,3,7 {23r
-1863 p. l;encl.p,l,7 i2^y
-1866 P« l,2;encl.p.l-3 (24)^

(continued)
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(continued)

R£F£R£NCS

100-442529-1868 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,2
-1870 p. 2 end. p. 1-3
-1939 p. 4,10
.1940 p. B,l, 5,6,9,10, 19
-1962 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,4
.1965 p.l
-1968 p. 1-3
-1970 p.

2

-1971 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,2
-1986 p.l end. p. 1,6
-2041 p. 1,4, 6, 8, 16, 18
-2043 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,2,

4

-2045 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,3
-2057 p. 1,2 end. p. 1,3
-1711
-2046
-2052

( continued

)

Jfl I
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(continued)

REFERENCE

11^

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUb3ER

The following reference contains information of an
administrative nature. There is no activity of Stanley David Levison
involved

:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

I

-17-



jDONMENm

The enclosure to the following reference on Stanley Levi son,
located In files maintained in the Assistant Director's Office,
Domestic Intelligence Division, was not reviewed, and it is not
known whether it is identical with the subject of this sxnnmary.

100-106670-2092 end. iZY

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set

search slip.



NY 100-111180

C)HISGELLATTEOUS

During November I9679 a number of confidential
sources who are familiar with personalities In and activities
of the Communist Party, United States of America, In the
New York City area, advised that they have no Information
concerning STANLEY LEVISON.

- 2* -
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UN^^I^^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF TctiTICE

FEDEBAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York

tn Apir.iwJt^» NOV 2 7 1967

FSbPh. Buflle 100-392U52

Title Shftnlftv ruvlrt T^vA
J a^,^^ -rfw 5 —SOU

Character internal Security - C

Beference
j^g made to report of Special Agent

dated and captioned as above at
le

All sources (except any listed telov) vhose identities
are conceeiled In referenced conmiunlcation have furnished rella'ble

infoznatlon in the past.

This doeiwmi eontolnt nvlthar racemsandot Ions nor eonetualooa of th« TBI. tl is th» pioparty
of tho re I and la loonod to your agaoey; It and It a contanta ara aot to ba djatrlbutad eutalda
your amaoey.

I 1



4-750 (2-7-79)

xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOlPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

1 Paee(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.

[2 Deleted under exemption(8) h> I with no segregable

material available for release to you.

[m Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request
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9/21/67

Source furnished information that MARTIN LUTHkR KING,
Jr., held a conference with ANDREW YOUNG, his assistant in the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, HARRY WACHTEL and
STANLEY LEVISON, both advisors to KING. KING sought their
views on an invitation which he said he had received to go to
Moscow with other Nobel Peace Prize winners to meet with
Ambassadors from North Vietnam and the National Liberation Front.

LEVISON wanted to know If KING knew anything of the
origin or purpose of the Moscow meeting.

WACHTEL felt it was important to ascertain if the
plans called for the committee going to Moscow to also meet with
Representatives of the US Government. He believed that, unless
this was done, the committee could be charged with lacking validity
and being narrow and one-sided.

It was agreed that KING would postpone his decision
on a'^cepting the invitation until ANDREW YOUNG contacted an unnamed
person in Geneva to get more details on the Moscow trip.

Later the same date, LEVISON told WACHTEL that he
had been in touch with ANDREW YOUNG and that "they" were pleased
that KING was Interested in going to Moscow, and, to accommodate
KING, would change the scheduled date ofthe Moscow gathering.

The source also furnished information about KING'S
Itinerary.

This information was furnished to the Bureau and
interested offices by airtels and LHM's dated 9/21 and 22/6?,
captioned, "MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., SM - C".

9/27/67

Source furnished information on 9/27/67, that KING
again conferred with ANDREW YOUNG, HARRY WACHTEL and STANLEY
LEVISON to get some last minute advice on accepting the invitation
to go to Moscow. KING expressed his belief that the proposed '1

trip was a joint idea of the Nobel Prize Committee and the Friends
Service Committee for the purpose of holding a dialogue between the
so-called belligerent parties in Vietnam and the Nobel Peace Prizp
winners. /
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WACHTEL again counseled that they should be sure
that RALPH BUNCHE (who was also invited to go to Moscow as a
Peace Prize winner) had definitely excluded himself from going
and that KING should speak to the United Nations Ambassadoi*
ARTHUR GOIJ)BERG before making the trip.

j

WACHTEL and LEVISON also suggested that KING attempt
to see Pope PAUL in Rome on his return from Moscow.

As a result of this conference, ANDREW YOUNG agreed
to talk to a DUNCAN WOOD in Geneva to discuss points brought
up at the conference

-

Later that date, YOUNG contacted STANLEY LEVISON and
told him that the committee behind the Moscow trip was not the
Nobel Prize committee but was a committee of private Norwegian
citizens and Quakers chaired by a former Nobel Prize winner. YOUNG
said that several Nobel Prize winners had turned down the invitation
and that only Father PIRI, DUNCAN WOOD and two Norw^ans would be
going with KING.

LEVISON said that in view of this he felt differently
about KING going to Moscow and he and YOUNG felt it would be better
for KING to go to Moscow on his own at some later time.

This information was furnished to the Bureau by
airtel and LHM dated 9/2b/67, captioned "MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.,
SM - C".

10/9/67

Source advised that KING and STANLEY LEVISON discussed
the mayoralty primary in Cleveland, Ohio, In which CARL STOKES,
a Negro, was the winner. KING commented that STOKES won because
of the help which he and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference gave to his campaign. KING said his presence In
Cleveland helped keep the Negro community together.

They discussed whether STOKES would admit publicly,
KING»s contribution. LEVISON and KING agreed that KING'S role
in the Cleveland elections should be written for national
consiimption.
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This information was furnished to the Bureau by
airtel and LHM dated 11/9/67, captioned "MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,

'

SM - C".

10/11/67

Source advised that STANLEY LEVISON told CHAUNCEY
ESKRIDGE, a Legal Advisor to the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference from Chicago, that he would be in Chicago on 11/11/67,
on which date KING was scheduled to speak before a Trade Union
Conference. -

Later, LEVISON discussed with KING a speech that KING
was recording. It was Indicated that LEVISON had prepared
the manuscript for this speech and was preparing material for
KING'S Chicago speech on II/II/67. KING also advised LEVISON
of his intention to present himself to authorities in Birmingham,
Alabama on IO/30/67, to begin a five day sentence arising
from a demonstration in Birmingham In 1963«

LEVISON and KING further discussed a series which
KING is taping for the Canadian Broadcasting Company In Toronto.

This information was furnished to the Bureau by
airtel and LHM dated, IO/I3/67, captioned "MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,
cu _ r«" An/4 "nnuTiirpTT cnr n tc _ r»"

11/6/67

Source learned from STANLEY LEVISON *8 wife that
LEVISON planned to go to Ecuador on Sunday, 11/1 9/67.

Source advised that KING asked STANLEY LEVISON for
his opinion about an invitation he had received to give the main
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speech at an affair to be held In Carnegie Hall, New York City,
in February, 196B, celebrating the 100th Birthday of W.E.B.
Du Eds. He said that JACK O'DELL (Associate Managing Editor
of "Freedomways" Magazine), was one of the persons who had
talked to him about the affair. He said that he knew "Freedomways"
has something to do with the affair.

LEVIS ON counseled that KING should know whether the
sponsoring group is reasonably broad or very narrow. He said
that if the sponsorship was narrow, such as having only persons
associated with "Freedomways" it should be broadened.

"Freedomways" in its Summer issue announced that it
was sponsoring a celebration of the 100th Anniversary of the
birth of W.E.B. Du Bois at Carnegie Hall, New York City, on
2/23/6S.

This information was furnished the Bureau by airtel

LUTHER KING, Jr., SM - C".
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residence of Stanley David Levison » Apartment 3-D, 585 Vest End
Avenue, New York City. It was authorized 5/28/65 and Installed

,

6/15/65. There had been prior Installations dating back to 1962.

Examples of valuable Intelligence derived through this
tesur during the past 90 days are as follows:

On 9/21/67 King was In contact with his principal
advisors Stanley Levlson and Harry Vachtel concerning his
invitation to go to Moscow with other Nobel Peace Prize
winners to meet with ambassadors from North Korea and the
National Liberation Front.

Later » on 9/27/67 when it was learned that the
Nobel Prize Consnlttee had not extended the above invitation
but a group of private citizens from Norway , Levlson advised
against King's accepting the invitation.

On 10/9/67 King informed Levlson that Carl Stokes
won the election in Cleveland, Ohio, because of the help he
received from SCLC. King said his presence in Cleveland also
helped by keeping the Negro community together. On 10/11/67
tesur developed information that Stanley Levlson had written

CONTINUED • OVER

DtT



a speech that King delivered before a trade union conference
In Chicago, Illinois, on 11/11/67. <

It was learned on 11/19/67 that King had asked
Levison for his opinion about an invitation King had received
to give the keynote speech at an affair to be held in Carnegie
New York City, in February, 1968, celebrating the 100th
birthday of V, £• B. DuBois.

Because of the extreme importance of the Levison*
King tie to the civil rights and peace movements and the
communist influence therein, plus the demonstrated past
value of this source, it is recommended it be continued
for another 90 days. It is noted that the Attorney General
authorized continuation of the telephone surveillance for a
period of three months effective October 1, 1967.

- 5 - SE8RET
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T0P*3fCRET
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

Memorandum
' The Attorney General date: September 22 « 1967

irector, FBI

subject: electronic SURVEILLAXCES

/So a/

Reference is made to my memorandum dated June 23,l9o7, captxoned as above, which requested your approval forcontinuation of the electronic surveillances which werebeing operated by this Bureau at that time. You gave your
for their continuation for a period of three monthseffective July 1, 1967.

^^^^
I

Your approval is requested for the contiiiuauion o
tr.3se electronic surveillances for a period of three months,
eifective October 1, 1967. '

disclosures - 6

^--PROVED 7— ^^^f^-.

TCP lEL^^pStJeB"
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5A6/67

Source advised that LEVISON was In contact with
BILL STEIN, SCLC fund-raiser on that date. STEIN was
experiencing difficulty In securing sponsors for MAKTIN
LOTHER KING'S speeches but at present there are two in

vxiui^x vitc xii x'lixxekucxpiu.a cuiu l#wu ill new ZOrK WTULCn
produce $130.00 per week from New Tork and $400.00 per week
from Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Source advised that LEVISON was also in touch with
KING that date concerning the fact that ANN FARNSWORTH had
donated $25,000.00 to the SCLC and the Pord Foundation had
selected the SNCC to administer a $283,000.00 citizenship
school project. (Ussemlnated by airtel and LHM dated
5/18/67. under caption "COMIHFIL SCLC"*)

5/31/67

ADELE KANTER, Director of the New York Office
rs-^ -f-KiA cnr n a«4ii-t eA<4 Tv^rTe/\u *-»o On ^ ^_x ^ ^ ^ -i ^

to the SCLC asked that their names be removed from the SCLC
list because of KING'S Vietnam stand.

KANTER^also stated that the SCLC would work during
the summer of 1966 in the areas of: 1.) Political Education
2.) Economic Development 3.) Urban Involvement, and 4.) Peace
Activity. (Disseminated by airtel and lilM dated 6/3/67,
captioned "CIRM",)

6/8/67

LEVISON, KING, HARRY VACHTEL and ANDREV YOUNG,
KING'S Executive Assistant conferred that date concerning
a statement which appeared in "The New York Times" support-
ing Israel and signed by KING« XING was afraid that it ^

contradicted his policy of non-violence. They advised KING
to make future statements general and to back the stand of
the Uhited Nations, fDisseminated bv airtel and IJD( dated
6/9/67, captioned "CIRM".)
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6/11/67

Source advised that LEVISON and WACHTEL were
in conference concerning KXNG*s support of Israel in the
Mid-East crisis. lOTG is concerned over the smug attitude
of Israel since her victory. (Disseminated by airtel and
LHM dated 6/I3/67, under caption "CIRM".)

6/lg/67

KIHG, LEVISON, WACHTEL and YOUNG were in conference
that date concerning the Supreme Court affirming the I963
conviction of KING In Alabcuna for contempt. The consensus
of advisors was that a statement, culled from those written
separately by the advisors, condemning the Supreme Court
decision and pointing out the threat of violence should be
released by KING. (Disseminated by teletype 5/12/67 and
airtel and LHM dated 5/13/67 under caption "CIRM".)

6/1V67

LEVISON was in contact with MICHAEL MILLER of the
Ford Foundation that date concerning the application of the
SCLC for a Ford Foundation grant. LEVISON stated that KING
had met with ROY VILKINS of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People and other civil rights leaders
in Suffem, New York, on 6/13/67- (Disseminated by airtel
and LHM dated 6/15/67, captioned "CIRM".)

6/19/67

LEVISC»7 was in contact with JOAN DAVES, pub-
lisher's representative that date concerning KING»s latest
book "Where Do We Go From Here?". KING was to attend a
reception at the New York Hilton Hotel at 5:^5 PM, on
6/19/67. (Disseminated by airtel and LHM dated 6/2O/67,
captioned "MARTIN LUTHER KING JR".)

2B
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6/23/67

LEVISON conferred with MIKE MILLER of the Pord
Foundation that date concerning recent Civil Rights develop-
ents and a 1300,000.00 grant by the Ford Foundation to the
Congress of Racial Equality. (Disseminated by alrtel and
LHM dated 6/23/67 captioned "CIRM".)

7/10/67

LEVISON was in contact with ANDREW YOUNG that date
concerning an article which appeared in the 7/9/67 edition
of "The New Tork Times" which stated that MARTIN LUTHER
nxnuj wuuxa uts wit: Rcyiio^ts BpeeiA.ei' cti» ei new xjsi.\t con-
vention in Chicago on 8/31/67 . LEVISON supplied YOUNG with
a speech for KING, written by LEVISOT, in which KING
denied that he was seeking a third party Presidential nomination
for 1968 and emphaslring the fact that KING %ras only a
speaker at the convention. (Disseminated by airtel and UIM
dated 7/IO/67, captioned "MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.")

7/11/67

LEVISON was In contact that date with MARTIN
LUTHER KING and CHAUNCEY ESKRIDGE, Chicago attorney. KING
asked LEVISON' s advice on the advisability of having former
heavyweight boxing champion CASSIUS CLAY (MUHAMMAD ALI)
fight an ejOilbltlon In California with the proceeds to go to
the SCLC. LEVISON felt this was a good idea.

On this date LEVISON conferred with HARRY VACHTEL
concerning KING'S appearance as the keynote speaker at the
Hew Left Convention' in Chicago on 8/31?67. WACHTEL was
upset at this decision and LEVISON explained that ANDREV
YOUNG and ANN FARNSWORTH, who has contributed $100,000.00
to the SGLC persuaded KING to accept the speech. (Bis-
M ^^4. V... ^ * ^1 —._ J T rru jt^^^jt /i »-» /Cry ^—..a.j ^^^^ocuixiiabcu vjr a.xA irvo. cuau unn uaucu ^/^c/wtf vapbj.wiicu
COMIMFIL SCLC".)

si
2C XONf^ "
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7/19/67

liEVlSON and KING conferred that date concerning
KING* 8 failure to issue a statement on recent riots.
LEVISON suggested that KING offer as a solution to the ^
riots a WPA type program such as was used during the
depression. (Disseminated by teletype 7/19/67, and airtel
and LHM dated 7/20/67, under the caption •*CIRM*.)

7/2V67

On that date LEVTSON dictated to DORA MC DONALD,
KING'S secretary, the text of a speech calling for a WPA
type program and blaming the "White Community" for the
Negro riots. (Disseminated by teletype dated 7/24/67,
captioned "COMINFIL SCLC".)

7/25/67

LmsON, KING, WACHTEL and ANDREW 70UNG were in
conference that date concerning a press release to be made
later that date by KING concerning current racial violence,
KING* 8 release was to condone the riots as a natural
extension of ghetto life rather than condemn it and to rebut
the statements of President JOHNSON concerning the riots.

KING stated that worse riots were to ensue and that
in Chicago the plan was to "get the Loop" not just the
West Side. (Disseminated by teletype dated 7/23/67, captioned
"COMINFIL SCLC".)

7/2V67

LEVISON supplied to DORA NO DONALD, KING* 8 secretary,
the text of a press release to be made by KING condemning v
Congress and the President for recent raciCLl violence and
suggesting that a WPA type program be established to provide
Jobs for Negroes. (Disseminated by airtel and LHM dated 7/25/67,
captioned "COMINFIL SCLC".)

^


